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Year 6 Curriculum Newsletter – Autumn 2021 
Dear Parents/Carers, 
 
Welcome back! The children are full of stories about the summer – it sounds like you’ve had a lovely break (if break 
is the right word!) I am very pleased to welcome everyone back safe and well into relatively normal pre-COVID 
circumstances – no rows or bubbles and playtimes with other classes. Let’s hope it continues. 
 
Just like the best learners, we are always looking for ways to improve and so you will notice some changes this year.  
There will be a greater emphasis on ‘knowledge’ and remembering key information from different subjects. I will be 
sending home ‘knowledge organisers’ so that you know what the key information is and so that the children can 
learn particular aspects as part of their homework. We will also be focusing on learning a wide range of vocabulary 
linked to different subjects.  Research shows that knowing and using high level words impacts on reading, writing 
and life chances. We want all our children to have the best chances.   
 
We will begin this term with a PHSE focus: families and friendships including attraction to others and romantic 
relationships; safe relationships including recognising and managing pressure and respecting ourselves and others 
including expressing and respecting opinions. We will learn to recognise harmful behaviours, including on-line, making 
sure we are all confident about getting help.  We will also be looking at democracy and the role of Parliament. 
 
In History, we will use different sources to learn how the Pease family changed Darlington, especially their role in the 
expansion of the railways and social reform. This will include a Town Trail and workshops with Head of Steam. 
 
In English, we will be reading about a ‘Street Child’ who inspired Dr Barnardo and classic stories set in Victorian 
times by Charles Dickens. We continue to promote a love of reading and to build stamina – fluency massively 
supports understanding - while encouraging children to move to increasingly challenging material. Your support 
encouraging the children to read every day has been invaluable – thank you.  Please continue – 20 minutes is 
recommended although many of the children are keen to read for longer, which is fantastic. All children have access 
to Read Theory or Rising Stars Planets, accessed through the school website. 
 
During Poetry Week (4th October) we will study ‘The Lady of Shallot’ – Alfred Lord Tennyson 
And ‘The Raven’ – Edgar Allan Poe. 
 
‘Street Child’ provides a focus for creative writing and we will write reports, biographies and explanations across the 
curriculum. Grammar and spelling is important to improve writing and to prepare for national tests, children will get 
additional practise as part of their homework. Writing in a neat and joined style is essential – please remind children 
of this when they are doing homework. Their standard of presentation in class is very impressive. 
 
In Maths, we will be practising speedy responses to arithmetic and making sure the children know the best way to 
tackle problems. We will be adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing fractions and calculating percentages. All 
our learning will then need to be applied to some tricky problems. Please involve children in ‘real life’ maths - 
especially using money, calculating change, telling the time and working out the time until...... All children have free 
access to Mathletics, which will form part of the children’s homework. 
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In Science, we will be learning about evolution, inheritance and variation, so Charles Darwin will be a key figure, and 
also how the heart and circulatory system work. In R.E. we will study how God is holy and loving and what kind of 
King Jesus was, considering our own ideas about God. Our art work involves drawing and a study of L.S. Lowry, 
using his techniques in our own work and printing alongside a study of William Morris. In French, we will learn 
greetings and the names of familiar objects moving to simple requests/questions e.g. Can I have..? How many..? 
 
P.E. will be on Monday and Friday.  Please send in a PE kit and leave it in school until half term to avoid children 
forgetting it and ensure that children with pierced ears only wear studs for health and safety. The children will 
attend a swimming assessment session on Friday 10th September to allow swimming teachers to plan support for 
non-swimmers. 
 
Meet the Teacher sessions take place on Tuesday 7th September straight after school and I look forward to seeing 
you at parent/teacher consultations but, in the meantime, if you have any queries or concerns please do not hesitate 
to contact me. I am always in the playground after school.  
 
National Tests will take place during the week beginning 16th May.  Please do not book any holidays during this 
week. The children will have worked hard to prepare and deserve the opportunity to shine. 
 
Year 6 is a fantastic, if sometimes challenging, year and I am looking forward to supporting the children with their 
learning, ensuring they continue to make excellent progress and are well prepared for their transition to secondary 
school. By working together, we can ensure that children approach those challenges with confidence and achieve 
success. 
 
Your interest and support is greatly appreciated. 
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